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Compton scattering of photons by electrons in a magnetic field and also stimulated twophoton synchrotron radiation when one of the photons is induced by an external electromagnetic wave are considered. The possibility of self-polarization of the electron spin
as a result of Compton scattering in a magnetic field is demonstrated. The correction to
the probability of synchrotron radiation due to absorption and emission of photons of the
external electromagnetic wave by electrons is calculated. It is demonstrated that if this
correction is taken into account in the case of low photon energies, the infrared divergence
in a magnetic field is compensated in the second order in perturbation theory.
1. INTRODUCTION
In connection with the intensive use of synchrotron

radiation in experiments [lJ , and also in view of the recently attained possibility of verifying the quantum
theory of synchrotron radiation in experiments on scattering of high-energy electrons by a "magnetic target"
with a strong magnetic field [2 J , interest in quantum
processes that occur in an external field has increased.
The simplest processes of first-order perturbation
theory are spontaneous emission (for example, synchrotron radiation, the features of which are still being
studied [3-5J) and single-photon production of electronpositron pairs[6J. With increasing electron energy and
with increasing magnetic field intensity, second-order
processes become significant in the presence of a strong
electromagnetic wave. Recent investigations have been
devoted to such second-order processes as Compton
scattering and two-photon pair production in crossed
fields (E 1 H, lEI = IHI)[7J, and pair production by a
particle in a magnetic field[BJ.

tion of the magnetic field and of the frequency of the incident wave. In the analysiS of transitions with electron
spin-flip, we demonstrate the possibility of self-polarization of the electrons as a result of Compton scattering in the magnetic field. At a low wave frequency, the
maximum of the spectrum of the emitted photons overlaps the usual synchrotron radiation. It is shown that the
resultant infrared divergence is offset by a correction
to the synchrotron radiation; this cQrrection is proportional to the intensity of the incident wave.
2. QUASICLASSICAL SOLUTION OF THE
DIRAC EQUATION

We choose the coordinate system and the potential
gauge AJ.i., which specifies the constant magnetic field
H II z in the field of a plane electromagnetic wave
propagating along the magnetic field, in the following
manner (we use a system of units with c = n = 1, a metric (+---), aJ.i. = {aO, a},
~

{aD, a}, a" ~ {aD, -a}, It ~ 0,1,2,3, a' ~ a" a"~ a" a' ~ a,):

As is well known, the motion of a relativistic electron
A" = An" + Aw",
(1)
(E »mc 2 ) in an external constant and homogeneous
A,," = {O, 0, xH, O}, Aw" = {O, -Ao cos WT, Aog sin WT, O},
magnetic field of not too large intenSity (H « Ho
= m 2c 3/eJi = 4.41 x 1013 G) has a quasiclassical charac- where g = ± 1 characterizes the direction of the circular
ter. This circumstance makes it possible, on the one
polarization of the wave, while T = t - z, and WT = kJ.i.xJ.i.'
hand, to calculate approximately the matrix elements of
The solution of the Dirac equation for an electron
the synchrotron radiation (see [3J, also [9J, p. 244), and
moving in a given superposition of fields (1), is
on the other hand it permits the processes in the magnetic field to be described by means of probability
'Y"PvP.L (r, t) = N exp Ii (YPv + s - Qv) + ius + ~a/asl
formulas calculated for the case of a constant crossed
field (see[ 10J , and also [9J , p. 468).
(2)

In the present paper we consider the solutions of the

Dirac equation for an electron moving in a constant and
homogeneous magnetic field and irradiated by an external electromagnetic wave. These solutions, expressed
in the quasiclassical approximation, are used subsequently to calculate the matrix elements of photon emission by a relativistic electron in a given superposition of
external fields. Expansion in terms of the intensity of
the incident wave makes it possible to consider processes of second order in perturbation theory with two real
photons, one of which is identical with the photons of the
incident wave. The presence of an external magnetic
field makes possible, beSides Compton scattering, also
another second-order process, namely induced twophoton synchrotron radiation, in which one of the emitted
photons is induced by the incident wave. The probability
of these processes is considered with allowance for the
spin and polarization characteristics, and also as a func595
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where
Ci are spin coefficients that do not depend on T, while
the functions CP1,2 are solutions of second-order equations for the electron in a magnetic field [10, 12J
1 d'
( eoH di'+ 2p.c S - eoHs'

+

1) <p", = 0,

(3)

We have introduced here the variables
v

= '/,(t+z),

!; =x+ (p,+ P.c) / eoH

(4)

and the notation
( a) =~ (geo~cosw'r),
~
W
smWT
s= -

P.c'+.Jf('
2Q

eoAo
1] =, Q

+ geoH/w

P.c
L -

'

(5)

-eo-H a,
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For unique determination of the spin coefficients, Ci'
we stipulate that the function (2) in the absence of an
electromagnetic wave be the eigenfunction of a spin
operator that is an integral of the motion in a homogeneous magnetic field[3J:

p", -iV + e.A.

(6)*

introduced the finite "volume" La of the variable if! in the
integral representation of the Airy function (13).
3. PHOTON EMISSION PROBABI LlTY

The total probability of photon emission by an electron in a nonstationary external field (1) is given by
1

F JlII' the operator M can be expressed in invariant form
either in terms of the tensor operator MJlII or in terms
of the spin vector operator SJl (for the explicit form of
the operators MJlII and SJl see[3J):
M=..!!.!.-F"'M
=~F'"'p~
S
2mZ
J.lV
2m3
J.I v,

(7)

This enables us to write down subsequently the probability of the processes in invariant form, with allowance
for the spin states, and in the case of mixed spin states
the eigenvalues of the operator M
M=~(HI2Ho)l'm'+P.J.2

(~=±1),

(8)

should be replaced by the invariant

M'=~F'"'pa
=~..!("E-P~)
2m:'
",
2 Ho~'
, E +m '

(9)

where all is the known polarization four-vector[9J and t
is double the average value of the spin vector in the rest
system.
Thus, for the coefficients Ci corresponding to spin
orientation along the magnetic field direction (~ = 1) and
in the opposite direction (~ = -1) we have [3J
CI

1 V1+"- m ( V1+_±"
-p,
V1
-P
.=- '-)
2Y2
E-",
E"
E'

C" =
.

-=ill 1 _"
212 V

m (" 11 1- p, +' 111 + ~) .
EVE'

~ E.1 ~ V

CI '+C,'+C,'+C,'=1, E"" (E.1'+Q') 1212,
p,55 (E.1' - 12') 1212, E.1 = l'm'

With the aid of (2) and (10) we easily obtain for the mean
energy of an electron moving in a constant homogeneous
magnetic field and in the field of a plane electromagnetic wave
~

t]' ( Q+2~g(U E.1'
m(
p, ) ]
i-If
.

A

(11)

It is known that a relativistic electron moving in a con-

stant and homogeneous magnetic field radiates only on a
very small section of its quasiclassical orbit (see, for
example, [9J). It is therefore expedient to use from now
on the following approximation of the solutions of (3):
<P1.,m

=!D[ - A(; +' 1/2P.J.»),

A = (2eoHP.J.)"',

(12)

where q, is the Airy function
1
!lJ (x) = 2Y:Jt

t
~

dljl exp{ixljl + iljl'/31.

(13)

This approximation is valid in the region ~ 2 « R2
(R = P 1 leaH is the radius of the quasiclassical orbit of
the electron) if the condition p 1 »v'eaH is satisfied.
Taking (12) into account, we obtain the value of the
normalization coefficient
N=2(AI LoL,L, (2

+ t]'»'"

(14)

by normalizing to unity in the interval - \'0 < X < 00,
-Ly/2 ~ Y ~ Ly/2, -Lz /2 ~ z ~ L z /2, where we have
596

Mn'n

=

eo l'4:Jt
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Jd'x exp (il"x") 'If n'+ (e'a,) 'If n,

a' =U, aI,

(16)

lJIn and lJIn , are the wave functions of the initial and final
states of the electron in the external field (1) and eJl are
unit four-vectors of the linear polarization of the photon:

(17)

The covariant definition (17), using the constant external
field tensor FJlII' makes it possible from now on to express the probabilities of the processes in an explicitly
invariant form, with allowance for the polarization of
the emitted photon. Following a gauge transformation of
the vectors (17), we obtain the well-known three-dimensionally-transverse a and 7T components of the polarization L3J :
e"(l) = {O, e(cr)}, e(cr) = (sin<p, - cos <p, 0),

(18)

e"(2) = {O, e(:Jt)}, e(:Jt) = (cos 0 cos <p, cos 0 sin <p,- sin 0),

where () and cp are the spherical angles of the photon
momentum vector 1.
In the calculation of the matrix elements (16), integration with respect to y and II yields the conservation laws
=

I"

12 - 12'

=

(19)

10 - I"

while integration with respect to x, with allowance for
the quasiclassical approximation (12), leads to integrals
of the type

l'~
exp(iQIA)
(A' - A")'"

Jdx exp(- iax) !D[- A'(X+ b,') )!D[- A(X + b.»)=

+ P.1'.

<E>=<p,HQ=E+ 2

(15)

Here

p, - p,'

(10)

J:u;-IMn'nl'.
d'l

n'

~

.

\"'

fl'= (2:Jt)'.t....

In the case of an arbitrary constant electromagnetic field

!D (z )
IA ,

, (20)

where
a=l,-a+a',

p,+ P.1
eoH

1
2p.1

b",=---+,-+~

(i,k=1,2),

AA'
a'
z,,= (A'_A"),,,(b.-b/-A'_A")'
Q .. = -

a' A' + A"
3' (A'-A")'

+a

A'b. - A"b/
A'-A"

The presently attained laser intensities correspond to
small values of the wave parameter y = eoAo/m -;:;. 10-3 ,
and for x-rays the values of yare much smaller. Bearing in mind just this realistic case, we carry out in (16)
an expansion in the small parameter y « 1, corresponding to taking the incident wave into account by perturbation theory.
Then, after integrating with respect to the variable
T = t·- z, the matrix element Mn'n can be represented in
the form of the series
Mn'n

=

M:'n + yM:'n + yM~.'n + y'M!"~" +""

(21)

which is shown schematically in the figure (each diagram stands for a set of diagrams that differ in permutation of the vertices). The term M~'n corresponds to
the conservation law E' = E -1 0 , which is a characteristic of spontaneous single-proton emission (synchrotron radiation).
The term y2Ml(1
.
nn describes the correcV. Ch. Zhukovskil and N. S. Nikitina
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tion of order y2 to the synchrotron radiation, due to absorption and emission of an external-wave photon w,
with the same conservation law E' = E -1 0 , The two
other terms linear in y correspond to the conservation
laws E - E' = 10 and E - E = 10 + w. The first of these
describes the Compton scattering of the photon w by an
electron in the magnetic field, and the second describes
the emission of a photon 10 , accompanied by induced
emission of a photon w, i.e., "induced-two-photon
synchrotron radiation."
.
We consider the case when the electron described by
the quasiclassical function (12) moves in a magnetic field
of not too large an intensity H « Ho and has, an ultrarelativistic transverse momentum p 1 ~ m (for simplicity we put P3 = 0). Let the frequency of the incident
electromagnetic wave lie in the range eoH;p 1 « w «m.
Then the total probability of the considered processes
will depend only on two invariant parameters:
H P.L
eo
x=--=-f-(P'P,)'.
Ho m
m3
2wQ
2

(22)

x=--;;:;,;:-= m2kV.PIJ,

and it follows from the conditions indicated above that
eo ( 1
x"» /, /= m'
-ZF·'F., )'" = H
H:t:·1.

X"» /.

dw = dwo + dwo' + dW, + dW_1.

(25)

where dwo coincides exactly with the known result
(see[3 J ) for the synchrotron-radiation probability, dw~ is
the correction of order y2 to dw o and is due to the term
2Re(M~'nM~}~1) in the square of the matrix element (21),
and dw 1 and dW-1 describe respectively the Compton
scattering and the two-photon induced emission in the
magnetic field

X[

F.

F,+F,+~F,

]+

{1- ~~'

u'

2

1+~~'
(2+U)'[FI _ _U_(_U_F'+~F')
2
2+u 2+u

11

F,

(26)
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t,()=eD(y,,_,).

1+ :

-4( :)'+-;-( xun eD ,.

eDt=SeD(x)dx.

,

y,,-,=(:f'(1+:).

1, -1

The index 1 and the upper signs correspond to Compton
scattering in the magnetic field, while the index -1 and
the lower signs correspond to induced two-photon synchrotron radiation.
We have separated in formula (26) the terms that are
connected with transitions without (& = &') and with
(& = -&') spin flip, and have also indicated the (j and 1f
components of the photon linear polarization. Expressions (26) and (27), after averaging and summing over
the polarizations in the initial and final states of the
electrons and photons, agree with the results of[7], in
which a constant crossed field was considered in place
of a magnetic field 1).
LIMITING VALUES OF THE PARAMETER
AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The main contribution to the formation of the Airy funetion in the right-hand side of (20) is made by the region
near the pOints of the stationary phase in its integral
representation. Therefore, owing to the independence of
zik of cp, we obtain the relation dcp = (2eoH/A 2 )dI/J. Thus,
the integral with respect to the angle cp in the probability
(15) turns out to be proportional to the volume Lo of the
phase lji, which is cancelled by Lo in the normalization
(14). After integrating with respect to the angle fi, we
obtain the spectral distribution with respect to the invariant variable u = Lo/(Pl -Lo) = (X - x')!x' for the
probability per unit time, which can be represented accurate to terms ~ y2 in the form

m' (~)'I' (2U )'_dU_
81'"E
U
x
(1+u)3

+: (~ f[

(~)'] eD'

4.

(24)

l' e~

F.=4 : eD+-;( XJ"[ 1-4

(23)

Taking this into consideration and carrying out the
corresponding expansions in the matrix elements, we
find that the probability is maximal at

=
[ dW.]
dWn , ,_,

'I, [ 1- (--;2x )'
x
1 (X) ']
+-;+2
-;; eD ..

1 ( U )
+1;
X

IW

111'·-1
n'n

M~~n

X/X

Expressions (26) and (27) contain only two parameters, X and K. Their ratio X/K characterizes the relative influence of the external magnetic field and of the·
wave on the considered processes. Let us examine the
limiting values of x/K.
1) x/K « 1. In this region, the functions q,(Y1) and
q,1(Y1) oscillate at Y1 < 0 (u < K), and attenuate rapidly
(exponentially) at Y1 > 0 (u > K). Therefore the spectral
distribution of the probability of the Compton scattering
differ~ from the known Klein-Nishina distribution
(see [9 ) in that oscillations are superimposed on it in
the region K > u. The probability of two-photon synchrotron radiation w-1 is in this case exponentially small
throughout, and in the absence of the field (H - 0) it
vanishes (W-1 - 0).
Integrating with respect to u, we obtain the Comptonscattering probability with allowance for the terms
~ (X/K)2 inclusive:
WI

= l' eo'm'

8E

{1+~---j-+2(1-~-~)ln(1 +x)
x

X
x'
x (1+x)'

-4~-'----+

(1+x)'

x

x'

32x
(X
3x'(2 - x)
'
- )'[ 1+--'----'3(1+x)3 x
4(1+x)

x(4-x+x')
(1+x )'( x(2+x)
8(1+x)' -3 -~
1+x

2In(1+x)

(28)

)n·

The first term, which does not depend on X, coincides
with the known Klein-Nishina formula. The term linear
in X/K vanishes after averaging over the initialorientation of the electrons spin &. We present now the probability of scattering with spin flip accurate to terms
~X/K:
V. Ch. ZhukovskiT and N. S. Nikitina
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, 3eo'm' [

" -c

w,

= - "(

-----wE:

4x + 3

1- 3(1

+ x)'

X)'] .

2
4 X (- -In(1+x)-~--

3

3 x

1+x

(29)
We see that spin flip is more probable in the case of
scattering in a state with t = 1(wt,-1 > W~I, 1), i.e., with
the initial spin orientation along the magnetic field. This
conclusion is analogous to the corresponding result for
transitions with spin flip in synchrotron radiation [3J •
Thus, Compton scattering in a magnetic field, just like
synchrotron radiation, leads to self-polarization of the
electron spin.

present paper obviously remain in force. Therefore experimental observation of the influence of a superposition of a magnetic field and a wave field on the processes considered here is quite feasible.
In conclusion, the authors are deeply grateful to A. A.
Sokolov for his constant interest in the work.
*[I1P)

=11 X p,

1)There is a misprint in[7) : the number 3 in two places in the expression for Y3 (formula (13» should be replaced by the number 2,
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